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The objective of this exercise is to provide you with a daily tool that will help you stay in the flow, focused on the 

outcome you want, in a high-energy state as you do it. Some of these questions adapt Brendon Burchard’s High 

Performance Habits (I love his free podcast too!). The goal is to get you to focus on your purpose and the results 

you want, not busy work, and to identify any snags that can hold you back from taking action and moving forward. 

 

Every day, it’s crucial, that you follow these three micro steps: 

1) Get clear on what you want to accomplish and how you want to feel—set your intention;   

2) Take a micro- step that propels you towards your goal; and 

3) Envision yourself doing it, being it—feel as if you are already where you want to be. 

 

MORNING INTENTION  EVENING REFLECTION 

1. One thing I can allow myself to be excited about 

today is… 

 

 A moment that I appreciated today is… 

2. If one word could describe how I want to be today 

that is… 

 

 A situation or task I handled well today was… 

3. Today’s top 3 priorities/goals are… 

 

 

 Something I realized or learned today was… 

4. A situation/person that may be challenging today 

is… 

 

 I could have made today even better if I … 

5. … and the way that my highest self will deal with it 

is… 

 

 

 Something that would have helped me feel more 

connected to others today would have been… 

6. Someone I could surprise with a note or sign of 

appreciation is… 

 

 

 If I were my own results-focused coach, I could tell 

myself this statement about today… 

7. One action I could take today to show excellence 

or great value is…. 

 

 

 Give yourself a score of 1, low, or 5, high, based how 

you did on the C.A.R.E.S. strategies today: 

1. I Connected to my truth and purpose—I had 

clarity: _____ 

2. I Aligned between what I am doing and 

what I want to accomplish: _____ 

3. I Rose above limiting beliefs or way of 

thinking or remained positive: _____ 

4. I Envisioned the future I desire: _____ 

5. I Sought out support/resources and served 

others: _____ 

8. One fearless action I could take today is… 

 

 

 

9. I would know today is a success if I at the end of the 

day I did or felt these things… 

 

 

 

 


